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Today, software engineering is a fast cycle of developing, testing, deploying, and
supporting new versions of software for increasingly complex platforms.
While most organizations are not updating that frequently, coordinating the development
and release of software versions represents an ever more challenging task.
That’s why release management is a growing discipline. In this guide, you’ll learn
everything you need to know about release management, including the latest trends and
expert tips. You’ll also find out how to handle release and deployment management with
the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL)/IT service management (ITSM), Agile, continuous
delivery, automation, and other approaches. Free templates and checklists round out the
resources.

What Is a Release in Software Engineering?
In software engineering, a release is a new or modified software and the process of its
creation. A release constitutes a fully functional version of the software, and it is the
climax of the software development and engineering processes. Alpha and beta versions
of the software typically precede its release.
While alpha and beta version launches may also be called alpha or beta releases, in the
singular form, release generally refers to the final version of software. You may also see
releases referred to as launches or increments.
Most organizations identify releases with a unique set of numbers or letters that update
sequentially. This naming process is called software versioning. There are no industry-wide
rules for how these unique identifiers change from release to release, but each company
consistently follows its own internal standard.

What Is the Release Management Process?
Organizations improve the quality, speed, and efficiency of building or updating software
by focusing on release management. This is the process of planning, scheduling, and
managing a software build through the stages of developing, testing, deploying, and
supporting the release. Techniques like Agile development, continuous delivery, DevOps,
and release automation have helped optimize release management. The velocity of this
process has accelerated recently, to the point where several years ago Amazon passed the
mark of 50 million code deployments a year — more than one per second.
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Release management is a relatively new discipline in software engineering, but it’s also
growing rapidly thanks to swift innovations in technology. As a discipline, it draws from
both traditional, business-focused project management and technical knowledge of the
systems development life cycle (SDLC) and the IT Infrastructure Library, a set of practices
for IT service management.

The Objectives and Benefits of Release Management
Done effectively, release management increases the number of successful releases by an
organization and reduces quality problems. Productivity, communication, and
coordination are improved, and the organization can deliver software faster while
decreasing risk.
These improvements mean the team can repeatedly produce quality software with
shorter times to market, which allows the company to be more responsive to the
operating environment.
Release management also helps standardize and streamline the development and
operations process. The team implements auditable release controls, thus creating a
repository for all releases throughout the life cycle. Having a single, well-documented
process that must be followed for all releases increases organizational maturity. Increased
standardization and the focus on product allow teams to draw more useful lessons from
experience and apply them in future releases.
Operations departments appreciate the increased coordination with developers because
there are fewer surprises. They can now avoid feeling that a release has simply been
“thrown over the wall” from development, leaving operations to fight fires and “patch and
pray” because of short deadlines. There’s also more of an opportunity to resolve
configuration issues between the development and operating environments.
In short, release management breaks down team barriers across multiple functions in an
IT organization. As a result, you can improve product delivery holistically.
Gabriel Gutierrez, a Solutions Architect at Boeing and
former Release Manager at Costco, says that when
executing a release, it’s important to give adequate
consideration to the impacts on other areas of the
organization. “Companies must provide a common forum
where changes are fully vetted and put through thorough
architectural and design reviews that eventually lead to
integrated testing. Cross-functional and technical reviews
are essential to minimizing the inevitable pain after golive. A smooth post-go-live operation is a critical success
factor of any release,” he explains.

A Brief History of Release Management
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A Brief History of Release Management
The rise of release management comes from software engineering’s shift from projectbased to product-based offerings. Under the project-based development paradigm,
software developers would view each release as a project, not a product; fully developed
software largely signaled the end of the developers’ role.
Over time, however, the software development process came to more closely resemble
the product cycle in which products are supported, improved, and repeatedly relaunched
over a long lifetime. In this framework, the release was not the end goal of development,
but rather a transition point for support and revision.
With this increased complexity came a greater need to coordinate the phases. That’s why
current release management practices are inspired, in part, by the principles of businessfocused project management, which extends to after-sales support and further
development.
Release management is part of the larger IT discipline of change management, which
deals with the inherent turbulence of software development, where stakeholder
requirements seem endlessly fluid and the landscape of compliance and regulation
continues to shift. To navigate this environment, software engineering processes must be
well synchronized, and release management helps achieve this. (Note: Change
management is not to be confused with organizational change, which is the reshaping of
culture, turnover of people, and internal restructuring of organizations.)
A “common pitfall is disregarding the importance of a
well-thought-out change management process,” says Jen
Dunbeck, a release manager at automated IT services
provider BitTitan. “A change control board's or change
advisory board's significance cannot be underestimated in
a release. A key function of their job is to help the
organization assess risk and impact with impartiality. They
also help root out technical dependencies that may not
have been evident as individual contributions to the
deployment,” she adds.
To develop your change management process, you will
find it helpful to have standard ways for proposing project
changes and recording changes as they are approved and
made. Jumpstart the effort by downloading the following free templates for a change
proposal and change management log.
Change Proposal Template
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A change proposal outlines the type and scale of change, and is often the first step in a
change management process. Describe why the change is needed, expected outcomes
and impacts, time and resources required, and any other factors that need to be
reviewed. This template also includes space for adding descriptive information as well as
sections for calculating costs and benefits.
 Download Excel Template
Try Smartsheet Template 
Change Management Log

A change management log is a document that tracks who requested what change and
when, the status of the change request, its priority, and resolution information. If you
need a more thorough record, include other details such as the type and impact of the
change. This log template is designed for keeping track of vital information so that change
requests can be easily prioritized, addressed, and referenced later.
 Download Excel Template
Try Smartsheet Template 

How Release Management Works: An Overview
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Not all software is created equal. Depending on the program’s functionality and
application, the software engineering process varies in rigor and intensity.
For example, software that’s designed for use in aircraft undergoes rigorous testing. You
will have to create extensive documentation and implement multiple fixes if you don’t
meet narrow performance tolerances. Functional requirements and quality metrics are
stringent, and the software has to go through many layers of approval before it ever gets
near a plane.
A disciplined release management process will help ensure that software is built, tested,
and delivered in line with the main stakeholder’s stipulations. The team will check the
software to see whether it does what it’s supposed to do and whether it’s ready on
schedule.
Release management combines the following elements in one central repository:
The business imperatives of giving customers what they need when they need it
The technical tasks of quality assurance and compliance
The management of software artifacts
From the repository, the artifacts are released to a client production environment for
application deployment. So, you can think of release management as the glue that holds
together the interconnected but distinct tasks that comprise software engineering:
design, development, testing, deployment, maintenance, and business and customer
requirements.
A release comprises more than just the core software engineering functions. While
developers obviously view a release as the successful delivery of a finished product, there
are several supporting business activities that are also involved, such as training
salespeople and customer support staff and advertising and marketing the new release.
These activities need to occur in sync with the release tempo, adding complexity to the
release management process.
Moreover, release management is not just for newly designed software. Modified
software goes through the same process to ensure that the stakeholders get what they
want.
The actual release can be done manually, or, increasingly, it can be automated, depending
on how mature the release management process is. (Amazon uses an automated release
process to achieve a new release every second. Historically, weekly, monthly, and
quarterly updates have been more typical for software development teams.)
Releases can come in many different forms: as a physical product in a box, as a download
from a website or server, as a push to a device from a mobile app store, or as a seamless
update to a web-based application.
All software engineering groups — whether big or small and across all industries — use
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release management to smooth the process. They may apply it to software used
internally or sold as a product. Software engineering groups big and small employ release
management across all industries, and they can use the resulting software to run their
own product or systems, or to sell as a product in itself to clients.
One of the development approaches most conducive to release management is called
DevOps, a term formed by combining development and operations. As its name suggests,
DevOps attempts to increase coordination between developers and operations in
software engineering by using a combination of automation and monitoring at all stages
of software development to decrease time-to-market and improve customer satisfaction.

Key Terms in Release Management
To master release management, you’ll need to understand commonly used terms.
Development Work Order: This is a work order for the development or modification of a
software application or system.
DevOps Team: Since the whole point of DevOps is to increase coordination between the
development and operations functions, creating a separate team makes the term a
misnomer. Despite the name, the term usually refers to key team members on both the
development and operations sides who work to coordinate the two functions.
Installation Work Order: Similar to a development work order, an installation work
order is for the installation of a software application, system, or infrastructure
component.
Product Owner: The product owner on a development project is the main stakeholder.
They usually represent the business or the product’s (eventual) users, and they define the
vision for a product.
Project Manager: A project manager takes charge of the direction for a single product.
They’re responsible for defining the product roadmap and vision and for negotiating
deliverables. Typically, a project manager’s core responsibilities do not extend beyond a
single product or closely related family of products.
Release: A release consists of one or more release units.
Release Manager: The role of the release manager is to plan, coordinate, manage, and
schedule all the items that comprise a release. All these items do not necessarily have to
originate from the same product. For example, this manager must also coordinate work
on any other products that are designed to integrate with the new release.
Release Policy: This is a set of rules for how to deploy releases to the live operational
environment. Different release policies apply to different releases, depending on such
factors as impact and urgency.
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Release Record: A release record documents the history of a release, from the planning
to the closure of the development process.
Release Unit: This term refers to a set of configuration items that a team simultaneously
tests and releases into the live environment to implement approved changes. A
configuration item, in turn, is a component of an infrastructure that’s under configuration
management, which is the process of making sure that a product’s attributes and
performance are consistent with its design, requirements, and operational information.
Service Owner: A service owner takes on high-level accountability for a specific IT service.
They’re less concerned with the daily operations needed to deliver the service; that is the
role of a service manager.
Quality Manager: A quality manager ensures that a release meets stipulated standards.
They may have release managers reporting to them.

Key Concepts in Release Management
Release management is sometimes described as a super discipline, because it involves
overseeing several interconnected but distinct disciplines, notes configuration
management expert Salman Khwaja.
One of the central practices in release management is code management, which is the
process of managing changes to computer code. Using code modules or collections of
lines of code, code management simplifies and speeds up the act of making changes to
code as well as other code-related activities, like maintenance and debugging. One type of
code management that constitutes an important aspect of release management is version
control. This refers to the management of code for different releases of the same software
for the purposes of comparison and reference. Code management follows many of the
principles of records management.
To perform their role effectively, a release manager must foster facilitation and
collaboration, mainly between teams but also within teams. Release managers are
typically experienced professionals themselves, so they may be called upon to pitch in.
Processes and policies are critical to effective release management. Problems are bound
to arise, and, when they do, there must be protocols to address them. The release
manager also functions as a gatekeeper or guardian of the production code. They know
every time a code artifact moves out of the organization.
Over a number of releases, it becomes possible to measure for productivity and
throughput metrics so that the efficiency of release management becomes visible.
Common metrics include such things as velocity and burndown rate.

The Cycle of Release Management
Release management typically follows a clearly defined path. It begins with the creation of
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an organization-wide release schedule. Some companies may release software updates
continuously, but others prefer a set schedule. Next comes the scheduling of the product
or solution release.
Release management usually begins at the first stage of the development cycle, when the
release manager receives requests for changes or new features. Upon approval of the
request, the team designs the new release and planning begins. The developers build the
new software. Post-development, the release enters testing, and the team may make
modifications before the release is accepted. Thereafter, the release moves into
deployment, where it is made available for full use. The post-deployment stage is support,
in which bugs or user stories that the team documents here may be fed back into the
development cycle as material for a new release.

Simple Release Plan Template
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Use the template below for a simple release plan. For especially complex and high-budget
projects, the release plan framework developed by the Center for Medicaid Services,
which can be downloaded here, is a good reference.
 Download Simple Release Plan Template — Word

Challenges That Release Management Can Help Address
Historically, many companies lacked processes to manage the release cycle. However,
because problems can represent a blow to the bottom line, with bugs and crashes costing
a lot of time and money (as well as reliability and reputation), release management arose
as a discipline to address some common challenges.
Some organizations struggle with deploying code from development to testing and
production environments, and while this may have less of an impact on the bottom line,
it’s no less a cause for concern for the operations staff.
At other times, an organization’s internal structure may give rise to conflicts among
teams, and release management can decrease friction. Likewise, when there are many
delivery teams working in tandem, the risk grows that one team’s work will disrupt
another’s. An efficient release management process can help organizations avoid a
number of problems.

Release Management and DevOps in an Agile World
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Organizations that base their software development on popular Agile principles typically
produce more frequent releases. The Agile approach to software release is called
continuous delivery, a method that aims to create code that is ready for deployment at any
time. It almost completely eliminates the conventional stages of integration and testing
and automates the release process on very short cycles.
Software product development expert and author Jon
Quigley of Value Transformation notes that studies have
shown an inverse relationship between project size and
success. He also says research suggests that customers
do not use 45 percent of developed features. These
statistics argue for small, focused releases that prioritize
features highly valued by customers. “The upshot of all of
this has driven deliveries of software or development of
increments of software that are small, the smaller the
better,” he says.
In continuous delivery, release management remains the
critical connector between development and production. Release management verifies
the integrity of code and makes sure that it functions as planned. Agile methods break
down silos often seen with Waterfall methodologies, but Agile requires thorough
documentation, so processes are clear.
Boeing’s Gutierrez says there is a lot of confusion around continuous delivery and another
popular practice, continuous deployment. “Continuous deployment is the concept that
every change made in the code base will be deployed almost immediately to production if
the results of the pipeline are successful. Continuous delivery is the concept that every
change to the code base goes through the pipeline up to the point of deploying to nonproduction environments. The team finds and addresses issues immediately, not later,
when they plan to release the code base. The code base is always at a quality level that’s
safe for release. When to release the code base to production is decided by the business,”
he explains.
To effectively and efficiently release the code base to production, release managers rely
on three things: automation, a DevOps mindset, and continuous integration. Automation
relates mainly to testing functions, while the DevOps mindset vastly improves
coordination between development and operations (the delivery and infrastructure
people may be the same) in order to smooth out the potentially abrupt transition from
the former to the latter.
Continuous integration, meanwhile, is the practice of developers frequently updating their
own working copies of code to a mainline — usually about once a day. Continuous
integration relies on a stringent system of automated testing, and it tends to weed out
errors quickly and speed up the change process.
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Agile Release Plan Template

Agile release planning occurs before the first sprint, so you can focus on the release goals,
features, and allocating resources. This Agile release template allows you to list all your
tasks, assign each task to a sprint, and calculate the duration based on start and end
dates. You can also indicate the status of each task from the drop-down menu and define
each corresponding goal.
Download Excel Template
Try Smartsheet Template
Agile Test Plan Template
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In Agile projects, the testing phase is a dynamic, iterative process meant to ensure that
 Download Agile Test Plan Template — Excel

Release Management with the IT Infrastructure Library/IT Service
Management
IT service management is a superset of activities that organizations use to design, plan,
deliver, operate, and control the IT services that they offer. Among these is a detailed set
of practices known as the Information Technology Infrastructure Library. In organizations
that manage their IT operations using ITSM, and specifically ITIL, release management is
guided by ITIL principles.
In its current form, known as ITIL 2011, ITIL consists of five volumes. Release management
is included in the third of these volumes, the service transition volume, which concerns
the delivery of services to operational use. As you might guess, the release and
deployment management process aims to “plan, schedule, and control the movement of
releases to test and live environments.” Change management is also included in the third
volume.
Releases in ITIL organizations occur far less frequently than in Agile organizations. Release
processes in ITIL are managed using ITSM ticketing systems, and there’s not as much
emphasis on automated release processes. That’s not to say that they’re any less effective.
Organizations that implement ITIL practices can do much more than increase the
efficiency of release processes; they can also realize financial gains and increase the
business value of the services they offer.

Enterprise Release Management
Enterprise release management (ERM) manages the big picture of releases at the
organizational level of entities with large or complex software, such as healthcare
systems, big companies, universities, and the like. ERM deals with the coordination of
individual software releases and how they fit into the organization’s larger plans,
strategies, and calendar.
Why is this important? Imagine an organization that develops complex systems of
software. Multiple development groups work on different components of these large
systems. This structure makes sense internally because it allows developers to specialize,
increase focus, and build components piece by piece. But, ultimately, the pieces must
converge in a single, seamlessly integrated system. Without overarching release
management at the enterprise level, the organization’s IT portfolio would lack cohesion.
ERM enables organizations to roll out large software products that work well as an
integrated whole, and it helps them to do this efficiently. ERM efforts typically call for
many release managers to work in tandem, so they can synchronize their respective
releases.
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Release Management and the PMI Key Areas of Knowledge
In a 2000 paper presented at the Project Management Institute Annual Seminars and
Symposium, Franck Aguilh discussed the emerging realization among software
development companies that there was a need for a specialized discipline that focuses
exclusively on managing releases. The release manager rather than the project manager
would play this role, as the project manager has much more expansive priorities.
Aguilh said that successful release management is a process that attains four main
objectives: deploying on time, deploying on budget, having negligible impact on existing
customers, and meeting the requirements of new customers, all while keeping in mind
competitive pressures and technological advancements. He also described release
management as a process involving several “major tasks” that are to be performed by
distinct “organizations.”
Release management calls for coordination between many departments within an
organization, each of which fulfills a specialized role. Aguilh’s “organizations” stretch from
sales and marketing to R&D, operations, and systems engineering to customer support
and legal.
“A successful release requires cross-departmental synchronicity,” says Dunbeck of
BitTitan. “Developers must check code in the right places. QA must perform checks.
Operations must manage branches and get the build ready for deployment. But those are
just the technical components. If you don’t have a way to communicate the change
internally, your salespeople will be surprised when showing customers demos that have
feature or button changes. Your support team will be unable to answer questions that
come in, and your customers will not get the answers they need if you haven’t
communicated any changes to them via release notes, help center articles, or the like,”
she emphasizes.
“The easiest way to resolve these issues is to clearly identify your stakeholders for the
release and engage them frequently throughout the project cycle. Each organization has
different communication preferences. Meetings, a chat channel, a Wiki page, or just email
are all good ways to keep people in the loop. The important part is to identify a cadence
and then stick with it,” Dunbeck concludes.
According to Aguilh’s vision, release management rests in part on applying project
management principles to software releases. These include the main project
management process areas: initiating, planning, executing, controlling, and closing.
However, Aguilh also posited nine processes that are specific to release management.
Following are descriptions of these nine processes as well as the order in which they
occur:
Functional Product Request (FPR): This is the mechanism for a “functional group”
to formalize its request for new features or functions to be added to software.
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Documentation Process: The team puts information-sharing protocols for the
upcoming release into place.
Release Packaging Process: During this process, the team makes a decision about
what goes into the final release, based on factors such as market pressure, cost,
revenue, development time, and integration.
Development Process/Change Control Process: These two steps run in tandem,
and they’re self-explanatory. During development, quality gates may be used to
indicate milestones in the development cycle. Change control continues into lab and
field tests, which check both whether new functionality is working as expected and
whether it has affected existing features.
Training Process: This involves training technical support staff, direct sales and
marketing personnel, and telemarketing staff.
Customer Testing: This step happens via beta releases to customers.
Customer Notification Process: The last stage prior to deployment involves
informing customers that a release is forthcoming.
Deployment: Deployment itself is a multi-stage process that includes predeployment, actual deployment, and post-deployment.
Aguilh suggested that the processes of release management correspond quite closely to
those of project management. For example, FPR and release packaging are basically a
consideration of scope and planning, while quality corresponds to documentation,
development, change control, and training. Executing and controlling, in turn, correspond
to training, customer testing, customer notification, and deployment. Closing, of course,
maps to deployment. It becomes evident, therefore, that useful parallels can be drawn
between project management and release management and that an effective release
manager needs to possess the same skills as a project manager.

Release Management Processes by Stages in the Software Development
Life Cycle
You have seen how release management processes align with core project management
processes. Now, let’s look at how release management processes line up with stages in
the software development life cycle (SDLC). There are typically six phases in the SDLC:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Requirement gathering and analysis
Design
Implementation or coding
Testing
Deployment
Maintenance
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During development, managers lay out a release policy, a document that defines the
scope, principles, and end goals for the release management process. It uses the
organization’s strategic objectives to inform and guide the release management process.
To see an example, take a look at the release policies of the Apache Software Foundation,
which promotes open source software projects for public good.
Release managers draw up release plans based on the release policy. These plans are
broad guidelines for deploying multiple releases.
During the design phase, the release manager makes sure the hardware and software
assets that will support the release are designed and configured. Then, coding begins.
During implementation, the developers build and configure the code. During testing,
testers try out the code in an operational environment. During deployment, the staff rolls
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out a live version of the software, and the quality assurance team conducts a quality
review to see that the release meets its stipulated requirements. If the release passes the
quality review, it is validated and slated for production; this seal of approval is referred to
as release accepted. If bugs remain, the team will reject the release. An accepted release
has a rollout plan that covers the details of deployment, and the company informs clients
and end users about the upcoming release. Training may be necessary.
The release units are deployed to production for full launch. Some organizations choose
to verify the implementation at this stage in order to ascertain whether the release will
run smoothly when live.
In the maintenance stage, developers conduct a review of the release and log issues to be
resolved for the next release.
Release Management Schedule Template

To make the timeline clear for all your release activities, create a release management
schedule. Use this template to track key deliverables and deadlines to keep everyone on
the same page.
Download Release Management Schedule Template
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What’s in a Name: Deploy, Release, and Ship
The term deploy is often used interchangeably with the words release and ship, but they
don’t mean exactly the same thing. Deployment represents the installation or running of
a new version of code on a server — going “live” with the software. This deployment may
occur on a testing server rather than a production server. A release is the software form
of this new version. It is intended for an audience beyond developers, either others in the
organization or customers. A release generally carries a version number. When a
customer deploys a release, it is generally described as an installation of the software.
Shipping describes the process of getting code through the entire building, testing, and
deployment loop.
Deployment is a crucial juncture in both the software development life cycle and the
release management cycle. Deployment marks the moment when the new software
version is available for use and the new release goes live. In the words of Paul Jackson at
the University of Edinburgh School of Informatics, deployment is “getting software out of
the hands of the developers and into the hands of the users.” For this stage, end users
may need training.
Jackson notes that deployment is often problematic: More than 50 percent of
commissioned software is not used, mostly because it fails at deployment. If software
runs into problems at deployment, developers will “roll back” to the previous version until
the issues are resolved.
Jackson also reports that 80 percent of the spending on commissioned software occurs at
and after deployment. Of course, this doesn’t necessarily mean that the deployment itself
is a failure; it may simply be that problems in development only surface at deployment.
But sometimes, deployment is the problem. Maybe, the customer simply isn’t prepared
for a change in the product experience, as large system releases often demand. Lack of
software adoption can also result from a number of other factors: The customer’s
hardware can’t handle the new release; the customer has trouble installing the software;
lack of training presents an obstacle; or the new installation “breaks” the customer’s
other, pre-existing software.
Many of the problems directly associated with deployment can be solved using
automation and training, so the end user doesn’t have to think about things like system
compatibility. Relying on best practices in release management makes these solutions
standard operating procedure.

What Is a Release Deployment Process?
The release deployment process is focused on making the software operational in a live
environment. For this to occur, the software must go through testing and be officially
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accepted by the product owner or another business stakeholder. During the deployment
process, users receive training on the software update, and team members conduct an
assessment or review of how it is performing and how deployment went.

Best Practices in Release Management
In release management, best practices are the guidelines created and refined by
companies that have already implemented ITIL with success. The guidelines are owned
and published by the British Cabinet Office. ITIL release management processes have
been used with good outcomes by space programs, health services, banks, and
entertainment companies. The guidelines must be modified by organizations to meet
their own requirements and capacities. Remember, though: These are a starting
framework, not a gospel.
Although release management matters most during the transition from development to
production, it starts with the planning of releases during development. For example, it’s a
good idea to establish a change advisory board that oversees change throughout the
organization. It’s also wise to design a single release management system that can be
used throughout the SDLC.
Similarly, creating a release process checklist encourages transparency as well as shared
understanding of the release management process and how it creates business value.
Supplementing with Atul Gawande’s book Checklist Manifesto, using a checklist also
makes it easier to exert control over the release process, especially if there are metrics to
monitor. In addition, it helps to have an active senior sponsor.
“The most common pitfall with release management is not
following a release checklist,” says Chris Harding, a
Release Manager at Microsoft. “The details in a release
checklist are key. You may be having an off day, or
something may distract you while you’re configuring a
product, but the checklist never lies,” he points out.
Harding believes that a simple error that would have been
covered by a checklist was behind Walmart Canada’s
release of several video game titles on its website in May
2018 in advance of their official debut at an industry
conference. “The timing was probably set incorrectly for
the product pages, and nobody caught it before pushing
to the public. In the medical community, checklists save lives. Release management isn’t
as dramatic, but it can probably save your job.”
Software Release Checklist Template
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To keep track of all your release activities, consider using a checklist. This template is
available in Microsoft Word and Excel and PDF formats, and includes space to list notes
and status about marketing, product development, QA, engineering/DevOps, user
experience, technical support, services, and legal tasks. Edit the form to reflect the needs
of your project.
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Download Software Release Checklist Template
Word | Excel | PDF
Some best practices are really just common sense. Continuous integration, for example,
improves the quality of the eventual release by catching errors quickly. And, it’s not a good
idea to launch a release on a Friday, as that leaves no time during the work week for
troubleshooting if something does break. It’s also worth scheduling a release during a
period of low traffic — you’ll have to know when your customers are active — so you can
do better damage control if things go wrong. Another option is a staged rollout in which
features are made available only to a small number of users at a time. And, of course,
databases need to be backed up before releases.
Lastly, remember that implementing a release management process is a process in itself.
Release management can be iterated and automation achieved a little bit at a time. Don’t
try to force the process.

Software Tools for Release Management
Software tools can expedite and facilitate the release management process.
For example, contemporary software products are built to support a few platforms, from
internet browsers to application servers and operating systems. So, they need to be
tested in these environments prior to release. Creating and maintaining all the
environments needed for testing poses a problem. But, there’s an easy fix: using
virtualized and cloud services, such as Selenium and SmartBear, which simplify the
process of deploying configurations for the target platforms by creating a simulated
environment of each for testing.
“A common challenge is automating the release but not
having good automated testing in place,” notes Brian
White, Senior Solutions Architect at custom software
developer Small Footprint. “If you don’t have confidence in
the quality of your release, it doesn’t matter how fast it
can be deployed if it’s always going to break when
someone starts using it,” he says.
To ease the entire release management process, software
development platforms and release management
systems, such as GitHub, Jira, and many others, offer tight
integration of the components needed for a successful
release. These can be used throughout the SDLC, from
release planning to production.
Such tools will typically be scalable, based on the organization’s needs, and they’ll
centralize update and administration functions, which is especially useful when they’re
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accessible over the internet as SaaS (software as a service) tools. The best tools will also
support the testing and deployment of management components, along with change
management and integrations with third-party service management components, which
allow for an end-to-end delivery system. Look for tools that comply with the IT Service
Management Forum ITIL V3 guidelines.
Tools that allow for at least partial automation of the release process are a huge help. It
may be possible to automate software delivery all the way to production or to set up a
semi-automated series of processes with approvals and on-demand deployments.
Other useful features include the ability to track changes across versions, so it’s easy to
get to the root of problems and have a structure that takes the pain out of rolling back to
the last working version. Logging application feedback, a capability which can be moved to
a backlog for upcoming versions, is also helpful.
In addition, consider tools that can support continuous integration and continuous
deployment. Continuous deployment goes one step beyond continuous delivery to
immediately deploy changes as they pass through the production pipeline. This approach
accelerates the feedback process and vastly improves efficiency.

Release Management Metrics and KPIs
Once a release management process has matured, a release manager can turn their
attention to performance metrics with the aim of improving the process. Let’s look at a
few:
Release Downtime: This is the first important metric. Any software release runs the
risk of downtime, the length of which may range anywhere from a few minutes to a
number of hours or even days. Downtime isn’t bad per se; it’s often a necessity. That
said, it’s important to be able to differentiate between the different types of
downtime. Estimated downtime, for example, is downtime that is necessary and
built into the release schedule, and it’s a good idea to compare this with actual
downtime, which is measured post-release. There’s also unplanned downtime,
which over a few releases may be a sign of root problems going unfixed.
The Type and Priority of Releases: Each release is categorized as major, minor, or
somewhere in between and is assigned a priority: high, medium, or low. Over a
number of releases, look at a breakdown of your releases by type and priority.
There should be a good mix of releases by both size and priority. Too many major
releases for the same product may indicate serious problems with quality
assurance, while having too many high-priority releases suggests that your team is
stuck in permanent fire-fighting mode, which tends to burn everyone out.
The Number of On-Time Releases: Since on-time release is not assured, it’s as
much about release delays. There are quite a few interesting nuggets of information
to be gleaned. For example, do some development teams have more late or on-time
releases than others? Is there a pattern of late or on-time delivery based on release
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prioritization? What are the root causes of repeatedly late releases?
You can track some interesting metrics at the enterprise level as well. These include the
size of enterprise releases from three different perspectives: projects, system
deployments, and features. Another useful set of metrics tracks the numbers of projects,
systems, and features de-scoped. (De-scoping is when something slated for release fails to
pass its release gate and is therefore taken out of the enterprise release so as not to hold
it up.)

Case Studies in Release Management
We have covered a lot of theory so far, and you may be wondering how release
management works in the real world. Microsoft is a great place to look.
Microsoft’s Core Services Engineering (CSE) relies on a combination of continuous
integration, continuous delivery, and a cloud-hosted platform named Visual Studio Team
Services (VSTS). Their approach to development, which they’ve termed “modern
engineering,” is based on the principles of both Agile development and DevOps.
Look at how Microsoft structures its development around continuous delivery, and you’ll
understand how it benefits so much from better release management. Microsoft software
engineers focus on creating a minimally viable product, which draws early adopters while
allowing developers to collect feedback for later releases.
Microsoft developers can try code in any deployment environment at any time, and they
use componentization to make the code easier to build. Under Microsoft’s release
management process, they can start unattended builds and unattended deployment that
take only a few minutes, without competing for resources. Plus, their deployment
validation process is automated.
CSE also embraces the Agile principles of iterative design and rapid prototyping, while
using automation to slash testing times. This means the CSE can speed up its release
cycles, correct issues quickly, and deliver continuous updates and enhancements in
smaller chunks — the last of which also reduces risk, since there’s less time spent
developing each feature.
And, it’s not just tech companies that benefit from release management. Between 2008
and 2010, the IT division of the Central Securities Depository of Turkey undertook
extensive automation of configuration management, dependency management,
infrastructure management, change management, database management, and
application configuration management to “completely remove” problems with releases,
shorten release time, and radically decrease deployment-related errors.
At United Airlines, a four-step model for release comprising planning, coordination,
execution, and automation — all informed by extensive data — helped the company
move from spreadsheet-centered release management to a centralized dashboard
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release tracking and management system.

How to Improve Release Management
Improving your organization’s release management capabilities requires understanding
the current state of your release management process. You should do this in two ways:
quantitatively and qualitatively.
Quantitatively, you should gather a few basic metrics, including average release times,
type and priority of releases, number of errors, and number of delayed releases. These
serve both to identify the current state of release management and to figure out
performance baselines.
Qualitatively, speak to the people who are part of the release management process,
especially where development interfaces with operations, and see what they think. They’ll
be able to point out realities that don’t show up in the numbers.
You can get a handle on release management by establishing a regular release cycle,
which helps build consistency. (This isn’t going to be possible for all releases, of course,
but you can do it for large, pre-planned ones.) Put lightweight release processes in place
instead of trying to develop a culture from the outset. This allows you to establish the
infrastructure for releases early on and to test and revise it if necessary.
Over time, the processes that work well will become standard practice. Based on your
initial survey of release management, you may now be able to start imposing stricter
quality requirements and improve on efficiency benchmarks. You can minimize the
impact of releases on your users by eliminating downtime and testing for regressions. At
this stage, you can also start thinking about regularizing and automating processes, such
as testing and verification.
A truly collaborative culture of release takes time to grow, and it needs a release
infrastructure to grow around. You can foster this culture by making investments in your
staff and investing in release management tools and techniques that encourage people to
take a holistic view of the entire release management process.
Improving communication and access to information will cultivate coordination. Let
people know that releases will get better, because setting positive expectations matters.
“One challenge that teams face is when they view releases as a purely technical hurdle
and they forget about good communication within the company and with stakeholders.
To overcome this, make sure that everyone on the team understands the goals and risks,
and be sure to communicate changes to end users in order to avoid surprises,” says White
of Small Footprint.

The Release Manager’s Job
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If shepherding developers and operations toward an end goal and a production deadline
sounds like fun, consider becoming a release manager.
A release manager must navigate a complex landscape of projects, development
methods, infrastructure, and stakeholders, while coordinating efforts among everyone
who contributes to an enterprise release. Release managers must also report to top
managers in the organization, all the way up to the CEO (though for more mature
organizations, release management is likely to be a more autonomous function), and they
take much of the flak when a release goes awry.
Harding of Microsoft says it’s important for release managers to have broad project
management skills. “Providing other project stakeholders with training and access is key
to reducing reliance on an individual. Release managers generally have a pretty specific
set of problem-solving skills, but they can lean on other PMs to own elements of product
configuration and process,” he explains.
So, what are the qualities of a good release manager? They’re intimately familiar with the
workings of development and operations — that is, both the technical workings and the
way people work together. They possess excellent management skills when it comes to
work, time, and especially people. They’re committed to quality, efficiency, and process.
They’re advocates for automation, and, on the technical side, they must be proficient
operators of source code repositories. And, they’re fluent in the myriad inter-project,
inter-function, and inter-departmental dependencies that define an enterprise release.
They also know what to believe (and what not to) about release management.

Myths of Software Release and Release Management
There’s a lot of conventional wisdom floating around about release management, but
how much of it is worth its salt? Luckily for us, Slinger Jansen and Sjaak Brinkkemper , two
researchers from Utrecht University in the Netherlands, have already triedto
answerthisquestion by comparing cost and value. They found that many myths and
misconceptions prevail.
Myth 1: Customers Want to Stay up to Date. In reality, customers only care about
updates when they provide useful functionality. If a release doesn’t make their experience
better, they don’t care.
Myth 2: Customers Must (from the Vendor’s Perspective) Stay up to Date. This is a
case of vendors caring more than customers do about customers using the latest version
of software. As we already noted, customers update when they want to and remain happy
using older versions otherwise.
Myth 3: The Newest Release Is Always the Best. Depending on a customer’s use case,
an old (or ancient) release might work just fine, whereas a new one could require them to
spend time learning a new interface or new features.
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Myth 4: Fixes Can Wait until the Next Major Release. Unfortunately, “the next major
release” is rarely on time. And, until it’s finally out, the issues will remain out there,
plaguing customers.
Myth 5: Workarounds Must Be Avoided at All Costs. Sometimes, people don’t mind
simple workarounds when the alternative is an expensive, time-consuming upgrade to a
new release.
Myth 6: Customers Always Want New Features. If the new features get in the way of
their established, comfortable workflows, they don’t want them.
Myth 7: Releasing Often Is Bad. As long as you don’t release to your external customers
each time, frequent releases are not harmful. Frequent releases can shorten the feedback
cycle, but confine most of them to internal users and pilot customers.
Myth 8: A Quiet Customer Is a Happy Customer. It’s the customers who contact
support most often during the early stages of use that prove to be the most content with
the product. Reach out to your customers.
Myth 9: Customers Read Release Notes. They don’t, of course. They do if they must —
that is, if they’re limited by choice and are selecting professional software — but they
much prefer targeted information that summarizes what’s necessary for them, as a
particular class of customer, to know.
Myth 10: Having Many Different Releases out in the Field Is Bad. This may be an issue
if the vendor provides ongoing support for customers using older versions, but even then,
it’s a numbers game. Having a small number of customers on the older version isn’t an
unmanageable problem.

Big Trends in the Release Management Space
Agile practices and automation are gradually becoming core tenets of release
management, and for good reason. Automation shortens release times and can
substantially reduce the risk of error. Agile practices push for adopting build automation,
test automation, deployment automation, and feedback automation, all of which reduce
the burden on the development team.
“Both automation and the use of virtualized/cloud platforms enable and support another
hot trend in release management: continuous delivery,” says Gabriel Gutierrez, a Release
Manager at Boeing. “With continuous delivery, each new software revision is automatically
built, tested, and prepared for deployment, turning ideas into reality fast. Continuous
delivery allows for more frequent deployments, which means more frequent feedback
from the customer. As a result, there is less time wasted by learning quickly if you’re
making the changes your customers need and care about,” he adds.
Another trend that has gained momentum is using distributed version control systems
(DVCS), such as GIT, Mercurial, and Perforce, which fundamentally change the way teams
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collaborate. DVCS allows users to keep self-contained repositories on local computers,
complete with full-version histories. This capability makes it possible to work offline and
commit changes only to the local setup. Developers can make changes without affecting
the central code, which is great for experimentation.
It’s believed that the DevOps culture and practice will go mainstream at larger companies,
with automation of all stages an achievable target. Startups, meanwhile, will likely start
adopting the DevOps methodology from the get-go. This is in part because DevOps, done
properly, means fewer failure times, faster recovery rates, and a greater number of
deployments, which, in turn, means a decrease in (very costly) downtime. As DevOps
adoption increases, so will the process of shifting left, which is when automated testing
and performance monitoring happen earlier in the life cycle and security verification
becomes part of the delivery pipeline.
“While not a new trend, more frequent and rapid deployments have gone from a technical
challenge to an expectation from stakeholders,” adds White of Small Footprint. “As
stakeholders are more informed about the possibilities and benefits of more frequent
deployments, they are no longer satisfied with waiting weeks between releases and are
pushing development teams to release more often. If the team doesn’t have a solid
continuous integration/continuous delivery infrastructure in place, it can put huge stress
on the team,” he concludes.
Quigley says that successful execution of these rapid and well-defined increments of
software content requires “a level of diligence concerning configuration management and
the tracking of a product’s growth over time, since there are more iterations delivered to
the customer.”

Further Resources on Release Management
For a more technical introduction to release management, check out this white paper by
Jez Humble of ThoughtWorks Studios. And, once you’re done with that, Electric Cloud has
a vast array of release management resources that delve into specifics.
If you’re thinking about release management as a profession, and you’re already working
on Agile, check out this short course from Jan-Erik Sandberg on Pluralsight. And, if you
think getting certified in ITIL is a good idea, Pink Elephant offers official ITIL certification
courses, starting at the Foundation level.
Finally, if you’re just looking to get your hands dirty with release management right away,
take a look at how Harvard Information Technology does it.

Improve Release Management with Smartsheet for Software Development
Regardless of the specific methodology you employ, strong release management is critical
to ensure you reliably deliver software to your customers. To support your release
management efforts, consider using a software tool that allows you to plan, track, and
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manage all aspects of software development from start to finish.
Smartsheet is a work execution platform that enables enterprises and teams to get from
idea to impact — fast. Leading software development teams rely on Smartsheet to focus,
cross-functionally collaborate, and get products to market in record time.
Use Smartsheet to streamline prioritization efforts, improve development consistency,
and manage all activity in one platform. Accelerate time to market, improve internal and
external coordination, and monitor launch readiness in real-time.

Discover how Smartsheet can help maximize your software development efforts, today.
Try Smartsheet for Software Development
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